A bPjef review of the well known fluctuation problem of cosmic radiation is given in a proper historical setting. We also present our latest numerical calculations for the second moments of the electron distribution as" a sequel to those of Bhabha and <:hakrabarthy for the mean number.
Our results for the mean square number of electrons form a natural sequel to those for the mean number given by Bhabha and Chakrabarthy (A. 11). A brief comparison with the calculations of Scott and Uhlenbeck and, those of Janossy and Messel will be made at the end of this paper.
PART I.
Mathematical techniques developed in the treatment of the fluctuation problem Throughout this paper we ignore' the lateral spread of the shower and treat the problem as one-dimensional as regards spatial distribution. The stochastic problem of cosmic ray showers can then be stated in the simplest mathematical terms as follows:
Statement of the problem
Given the initial energy spectrum of photons and electrons at thickness t= 0 and that (a) an electron of energy E radiates a quantum and has residual energy between E' and E'+dE' with a probability per unit thickness R
(I)(E',E)dE',.
(b) a photon of energy E forms an electron pair:one of which has energy between E' and E'+dE' with probability per unit thickness R (2) ( The factor 2 occurs since we do not distinguish between positive and negative electrons:) (c) an elect~tt with energy E loses energy deterministically of magnitude (1(E)dt in its passage through a thickness dt.
(E'. E)dE'=2R'(E', E)dE',
We must calculate 11: (11, .h~, tn, E 2 ; t) * the probability that there are n electrons with energy greater than El and m photons witb,ertergy greater than E 2 • If we neglect process (c) i. e., ionisation, we shall call it Approximation A. If we include process (c) but assume (1 to be independent of E we shall it Approximation B.
Cascade theories have been developed only under these approximadons.
It is realised that 11:(n, E1• tn, E 2; t) do~s not specify the statistical distribution in a manner satisf~ctory to the mathematician, but from a physical point of view it adequately describes the essential features of th~ process. The numerical evaluation of 11: (n, E 1 , m, E 2; t) itself is a large task which has yet to be achieved. The present numerical calculations are" confined to the second moments of the number of electrons or photons above a specified energy. '
The method that immediately suggests itself is the classical method which consists in expressing the' state' of the system at t+dt in terms of the' state '. at t or in other words in studying the behaviour of the system in an infinitesimal interval dt, in terms of the' state' of the system at 't. This method is applicable only to Markovian processes.
But the' function re(n, E l ; m; E2 ;" t)-does not define a Markoff' process since the information that . there aren' electrons above El andm photons above E2 at t is insufficient to predict their behaviour in dt and a more complete description of the 'state' at t is necessary before we can apply the "classical method. If the energy space were discrete, characterised by E,., "E 2 , ••• , E f , ••• , * then it would be possible to define a function representing the probability that there are ni electrons. and miphotons in E;, i:::;;::1, 2,· __ ·.
This would be an adequate descrip.tion of the. ' state' of the system to predict its behaviour in interval dt. If the ..B-space is a continuum, no such function can be defined.
This difficulty.-was realised when the cascade theory was put forward, and so attempts were" made to. replace the cosmic ray process by simple statistical models. In their first paper, Bhabha and. Heider (A. 1) assumed a Poisson distribution for N(E), the number of electrons above a specified energy E i. e., if re(ll, E; t) is the probability that there are lZ electrons above the energy.. E at t
re(n,E; t).=e-J.t().t)"!lZ!,
This was equiv~lent to the statement· that the electrons in the various energy states are "uncorrelated" -an unreal assumption since the electrons are all generated from the initial pa~t, the incident particle. Furry (B. 1) was the first 1:0 take into account the multiplicative nature of the process and he obtained a distribution function on the basis of a simple multiplica.tive model which yielded fluctuations of much larger magnitude than the Poisson distlibutio,n.. Assuming. for simplicity, that there is only one type of pa:rtic.le having" a probability Bof 'splitting into t~o per unit distance of travel, he obtained an expression for the probability that there are lZ particles at t, re(ti; t)= . average values. An identical procedure was adopted by Bhabha and Ramakrishnan* which ultimately led them independently to the formulation of the .' theory of product densities" which dea~s directly with the continuous case and yields the same equations without the aid of a laborious limiting process. The equations of Bhabha and Rafuakrishnan differ from those of Scott and Uhlenb~k only in that they take into account the Bethe-Heitler cross sections but their paper goes further in s'trictly ~arrying the calculations to the end.
Besides the theory of product densities, three other powerful techniques have ~ developed in the treatment of this problem, which we shall consider in order, of their historical development.
( . dE~dE2'" dE" represents the probability that there is a particle in dE~. a particle in dE~, "', and a particle in dE". j" is :not a probability density but j,,(El' E 2 , .... En) . dEl dE2 .. ·dEn is a probability magnitude.
If N(E) is the stochastic variable' representing the number of particles with energy
where C~ are coefficients defined r by th~ identity
.=1
M being a positive integer_ The coefficients are obtain~d by putting M=l, 2 ... ·. 
where m a non-negative integer; LI(m) =1 if m=O, and otherwise zero.
At t=O*
Differentiating the above equation with respect to t, we have
It was noticed by Ramakrishnan** that fo~ processes homogeneous and Markovian with respect to t, the above method consists in cOJ;1siderin~ the' change in the first infinitesimal ~nterval 0 to 6., and expressing ~he -state 'Of the system at t in terms of the state at 6 . as contrasted with the classical ~ethod of expressing the state ~t t+ 6. .in tetllls' Af the. state at t. The main advantage of this method is that it is simpler to study the change in the system during the first infinitesimal interval 6.. The stt:iking contrast between these two approaches was observed much earlier by Kolmogoroff*** when he d~rived the backward and forward differential equations of the func~ion '1L(Sj; t; ;,) representing the probability that a system is In' the state Sj at t given that it was in Slat t== O. In any stochastic process if we interpret the 'state' of the system suitably, the backward and forward differential equations may be written down directly. At t=O, the state of the system s, will be defined in a simpler manner"than 'at some t, and so it may. be possible to study the transi~~ons from this intial state but not those 'from the state at t. In such a. case we can write only the ,backward differential· equations of the process.
It is to be noted that even for product densities backward differential equations can be obtained. But in this case, it is easier to solve the forward equations .of Bhabha and
Ramakrishnan since the initial conditions of the product densities is the same inside arid outside tl?e integral sign in their: integro-differential equations.
* In reference (D. 6) the. initial conditions stated are wrong, but fortunately the mistake was not carried over into the subsequent calculations.
"'** FQr;lO a~C;OU!lt of this method see refeJ:'ence (H. 4).
(3)' The method of Janoss), fztllc!t'011s
In an attempt to treat the fluctuation problem of nucleon cascades* by a method different from. that outlined just now, Janossy (E. 1). defined a function 1'~(El' E 2, "', E,,)
·dE1dE2···dE" representing the probability that there is one particle in dE]> one in dE2, " ' , .and one in dE" and '!lOlle itt the other energy states. Note that 1',. is not a probability density. Janossy in fact dealt with 1',,/ h! but it is 1'" that has a physical significance since the particles are indistinguishable.
The Janossy functions 1'" bear a close relationship to the product density function** f,. and we give here wi.thout proof the following result
Forward differential equations for 1'" can be written down directly but equations for 1'" will involve 1'm{m > h). In the case of product densities equations for fn will involve densities of order less than h and hence successive solution of f" is possible.
The equations of the nucleon cascade problem have been derived using the two methods and their ~quivalence established by Ramakrishnan (G. 1) and by Messel and Potts (G. 2).
In the case of the electron-photon cascade, it is clear that we' have to define 1' .. ,m(Ell E 2, ''', E,,; En +1, E n +2•• .. , E n +",) dEl ... dEn+m as the probability that there is an electron in dEl' one indE2,· .. , one in dE .. , a photon in dE~+l' a photon in dE"+2"'" and a photon in dE,,+m' This function was used extensively by Messel and his collaborators.
(4) The characteristic functiollal method
The characteristic functional is a powerful mathematical device to study the joint distribution of a continuous infinity of stochastic variables. If the stochastic variable N(E) represents the number of particles with energy above E then symbolically -dN(E) is a stochastic variable which represents the number in dE. Then, if The characteristic functional in the cosmic ray problem must necessarily' involve two argument functions and so we. shall write * The problem. of nucleon cascades differs from that of electron-photon cascades in that we deal with only on,: type of particle. ** For proof of (9) 
C(t)[O(E),X(E); tJ=€{e-iiS!(E)dN(i)(~,t)+X(E)dMW(E,t)]};
(11) ~dN(')(I!' t) and ~dM({) (E, t) are stochastic variables representing respectively the number of electrons and photons in dE. i = 1 refers to an .electron-initiated shower; i = 2 t~ a photon-initiated shower.
, By using the no~ familiar arguments of the regeneration point method, Bartlett and, Kendall (D. 5) obtained the equation
Putting and we get Janossy's equation (6) .
Differentiating with respect to t we get
at (13) The method of attack essentially consists in using the Mellin's transform technique and reducing the integro-differential equations to differential equations. We here 'summarise the .various attempts that have been made.
+fOC(I)[O(E),X(E); t; E']C(3-i)[O(E),X(E); t; .E~-E'JR(!)(E',E~)dE'.
Bhabha and Ramakrishnan have obtained explicit analytical solutions for productdensities of degree two. Th~ solutions of equations involving product densities of higher order have yet to be obtained.
Janossy attempted to solve his equation by using the method of generating functions but has succeeded only in obtaining formal expressions for the moments of the distribution.
Messel and Gardner (F. 12) have claimed that the formal solution of Jano;~y's equation can be obtained without the aid of generating func~ions. , Messel and his co-workers have made a series of contributions to the analytical solution of the cascade equations (including ionisation loss) based on Janossy's: functions by ~an ex: tensive use·,of matrix methods.
The solution of the characteristic functional equatipn 1S yet to be attempted.
PART II.
The analytical solution of ~hahha and Ramakrishnan
As has been pointed out in the introduction, while the formal mathematical treatment of the fluctuatiol Product-density-Degree 1:- 
+J' " jgl,I(E, E I ; t)R(I) (E-E2' E)dE+ roo hl,I(E, E 2; t)R(I) (E-EI' E)dE.
A J.
The initial conditions of the problem are defined thus: At t=O, there is only one primary of energyh~. Therefore at t=O .h(E; 0) = ()(E-Eo) , gl(E; 0) =0, /;(E1,E2; 0)=0, g2(El'E2; 0)=O,jgl,I(E1,E2 ; 0)=0, 
RlI)(E' E) and R'(E', E)

v2(r, s; t) = [dE [dE', Er-I E,s-Y2(E, E'; t), vr (r, s; t) = [dE [dE', Er-I E,s-1jgl,1 (E, ·E'; t), . r2(r, S; t)=J"'dE J""dE'.Er-I E's'-'lg2(E,.E'; t):
D=---a. 9 6 (24) 
where 1 is the 2 X 2 unit matdx and t/J is a column vector defined by * As regards the transform equations, the notation is identical with that used in reference (c. 4).
The paper of Bhabha and Ramakrishnan contains a number of mistakes which have all been pointed out in the Appendix.
-**' In this paper we take the value of a ·to be .0246. 
The initia! conditions of the problem require that
Thus solving (24) we obtain
j;(E; t)=_~_f"+tro( Eo)S{ D-).. e-A,.t +P.-D e,-p.'.i}ds. (34) 2mEo I1-(ro E ,P.-).. P.-)..
The mean number of electrons with energy greater, thim E .is given by
e{N(E)} =_1_. J/Hro ( E~ Y-l_1_{ D-A. e-A • t + p.-D e-J.l.t}ds. (35) 2r.z I1-(CD E.
s-1 ./!-.-)..
P.-)..
For all but small thickness we neglect the te,rm involving e-. IL • t.
The solution of the inhomogeneous equ\ltion' (29) is given' by
¢(2)(r, S; t) =(r, s; ·t) f: Cl(r,s; t)cp(r, s; t)dt.
when ( is the solution of the homogeneous equation
d .
-'dt-(r, s; t) = {r(r) X 1 + 1 X r(s)} (r, s; t).
Corresponding to the two parts CPl and CP2 of cP, ¢(2) itself splits into twopat:ts ¢l (2) and ~2 (2 •
G(r, s; t)e-().,.+J..)ldr ds. (48) (27ft)-<Hoo o-ioo (r-l) (s-l)
To apply the saddle-point method for' the numerical evaluation .of the complex integral, we write I(y; t) in the form 
w(r, Sj t)=y(r+s-2)-t(),r+)'~)+logG(r,s; t) -log(r-l) -log(s-I).
(50) The choice of yis restricted by the fact that the saddle point should fall in the region of r,s in.which tabulation is done. The range depends on t.
The saddle points having been determined thus, it was necessary to find a 2 w .
--at thel!e pomts.
(Jras .
We notice
(Jw l l ' f h . 0 ca cu ate --it is-not necessaq' to ta u ateat a 1', S 1 we use t e symmetry a1'aS ar property of (/J(r, S; t). .
If we define
J}(r;t)=w(r,r; t)=logG(r,r; t)-2).rt+2y(r-l)-2Iog(r-1), (55) aQ(r; t)=2 [ aw(r,
. 
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We have calculated e {N(y; t)} using the tables of Bhabha and Chakrabarthy**. It is to I!!~ noted that our values for e {N(y; t)} differ from those given in Heider's " Quantum theory of radiation" (H.2).
Discussion of results
In discussing our results from the standpoint of the g~neral theory of multiplicative stochastic processes we meet with one serious difficulty: the total cross-section for radiation by an electron is infinite if we use the exact Bethe-Heitler expression for R(l) given by (22) . Consequently, all the moments of the total number of particles (i. e. N(y; t) as y tends to infinity or in other words, the number of particles above zero energy) become infinite. This is contrary to physical facts. So in (D. 6) Ramakri~hnan assumed the total cross-section to be finite and obtained an approximately Furry distribution for the total number of electrons.
The .ibove difficulty does not arise if we consider the number of particles above a certain energy i. e. for finite y (which can be chosen as large as we please). Fortunately, it is the case of' finite J' that is of phYskal significance and the calculation of the moments of the totill number is only of academiC int.erest. However, the question arises:
-. proposes to discuss two simplified models of multipl~cative processes, one in which the total cross-seeton is finite and the other in'which it is infinite. It is hoped that a comparison between these two models may reveal . any marked differences in their stochastic features which are obscured in more complicated processes by the' very complexity of the problem.
In While we do not hazard. a detailed criticism of the results of Scott and Uhlenbeck or Janossy and Messel we here attempt to indicate the reasons for such a discrepancy.
(i) It was po.i,nted out by Bhabha and Ramakrishnan that Scott and Uhlenbeck. in the course of their calculations erroneously omitted certain terms as negligible.
(ii) The calculations of Janossy and Messel were based on the equation for the second moment obtained from the fundamental integril1 equations of Janossy. This equation did not yield an explicit Mellin's transform solution for 1£ {N 2 } (see equations (22J", (23) and (24) of their paper) and this is as should be expected' since they were dealing with the direct Mellin's transform of € {N2} with respect to y while Bhabha and'
In conclusion we wish to assert that our calculations are as accurate as can be obtained by, the use of the double saddle-point formula. Our equations for the product density of degree two are a natural sequel to the equations of Bhabha and Chakrabarthy for the mean i. e. product density of degree one, since both are 'last collision' diffusion equations ~ as contrasted with the' first collision' equations of Janossy and Messel.
. lations smce the correct expression for A r • A~ was written down.
3. The vector 1" of equation (35) of that paper has to he multiplied by a factor 1 This factor was omitted by mistake.
(P.-)..) (Pr-).r)
4. On page 150, the same expression is numbered as (36) and (37).
5. In eq. (40) there is no need to separate out 10 and/". /0+/" can be written as f' and .so in (41), we write f' and Vi inste~d of /" and. v". Using the usual approximation for all but small t we get (47) of the present paper.
